LOGO HERE

BUSINESS PHONE SERVICE BUILT TO
DELIVER THE FEATURES YOU NEED

DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT
SUPPORT
MANAGEMENT
INTERGRATION

TARGET SOLUTIONS.
GENERATE GROWTH THROUGH
STRATEGIC SOLUTIONS AND
KEEN OBJECTIVES.

We are committed to providing professional
IT services that directly improve your companys’s
bottom line.

ABOUT YOUR COMPANY

With our managed IT services, you’ll enjoy the benefit
of a full team of IT specialists keeping your systems
in excellent working order. For a small, fixed monthly
fee, we monitor your systems 24/7, apply patches,
ensure backups, keep viruses at bay, and perform a
host of other proactive measures.

WHAT’S INCLUDED

Each extension is packed with useful calling features
such as music on hold, voicemail to email, inbound
call managers, desktop controls and a direct inward
dial number and an online web portal to manage the
service from any where in the world.

Generating growth for clients in the fastest and most cost effective
manner requires strategic planning and keen sInce of evolving
digital markets.
Extensions include voicemail with
email notifications, custom greetings, call managers, IM and phone
controls.

Mobile apps that allow you to sync
your desk phone to mobile devices
running iOS and Android.
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Our basic service has amazing call features but our premium products provide
additional capabilities to our standard offering with features such as unified
fax messaging, robust auto attendants, on hold messaging, automated call
distribution with customizable ring groups and more.

PREMIUM DESK PHONES

With the perfect blend of performance, efficiency and exclusivity, our voice solutions reflect an unwavering commitment
to transcending the idea of what a technology company is.
Innovation and knowledge are our contributions to creating
a premium service for our clients based solely upon keeping
your business connected.

UPGRADES & CHANGES
This could be the last phone system you will ever buy. Feature
upgrades are done automatically over the internet with no action
required by you. Best of all, any moves, adds or changes can be
handled by us in a matter of minutes.

ADD AS YOU GROW
There’s no bulky equipment to install, maintain, or occupy space at
your business so adding and removing phones is as easy as plugging
in or disconnecting the phones you don’t need. Our service can easily
accommodate 2 to 300 extensions.

DISASTER PREPAREDNESS
Our service will automatically handle calls and messages during
power outages. In case of a disaster, employees can use our mobile
app to answer and make calls or forward calls to another location
or their mobile phones using the online web portal.

We implement smart intergrated
IT managemnet in an evolving
digital world.
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